______________________________________________
Mr. Aziz Ullah – Story of an ‘Abdullah’
After having created a real estate empire in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, Mr. Aziz Ullah is
wondering where to set his foot next. He has already achieved his five-year personal goal of earning
Rs. 10 million within 3 years and is still a partner at Rifah and Zohaib Associates, the firm with which he
had his first major success in the real estate sector. A devout Muslim whose life has been transformed
dramatically after attending a workshop on “Strategic Visions” conducted by TIMELENDERS. Mr. Aziz
Ullah’s grand vision is to create a new venture and grow it to become one of the top 100 multinationals
in the world owned by a Muslim. His vision is to build a multinational company that will become a role
model for other Muslims and will promote Islam. Mr. Aziz Ullah has recently started a company with his
cousin and business partner, Mr. Abid Ullah, which deals primarily in import and export of fruit. Seeing
that there is very less scope for going global in real estate, he is thinking of starting an FMCG business.
BACKGROUND
Mr. Aziz Ullah did not have a rich background. He was a part of a simple lower middle class family living
in Minora, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. He did his Matriculation and Intermediate in science from the same
district and then enrolled in the MBA program in FUUAST (Federal Urdu University of Arts, Science and
Technology) in 2003. He had a religious spirit alive in him when he was as young as 12 years old. He
joined a student run religious and political organization in 1994 when he was in the sixth grade. Since
then he has been an active member of the organization and enjoyed senior positions at various levels
including at university and district level. Later he started working as a promotion officer with a salary of
a mere Rs. 12,000 per month.
This case was written by 3rd year BBA students at Institute of Business Administration (Karachi), Faizan Ahmad Khan,
Khushbakht Suhail and Saad Masood under the supervision of Dr Shahid Qureshi, Assistant Professor IBA & Associate
Director IBA Center for Entrepreneurial Development to serve as a basis for class discussion rather than to illustrate
either effective or ineffective handling of an administrative situation. This material may not be quoted, photocopied or
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INSPIRATION:
Being from a simple middle class background, life was not easy for Mr. Aziz Ullah. He had a large family
of 11 people to support which consisted of his parents, four brothers and five sisters. His life was
dramatically altered (Exhibit A) when he attended a workshop on “Strategic Vision” by TIMELENDERS
Consultants with the help of Association for Academic Quality (AFAQ) Foundation. During the workshop,
Azizullah was exposed to a very interesting framework “How to lead a meaningful life”. The framework
consists of four elements which lead to a successful life as follows.
1. Strategic Vision: A long term sound vision in our life. A sound vision is defined as a vision which
has clarity and correctness.
2. Strategic Time Management: Strategic Time Management is defined as our ability to prioritize
our lives in light of a long term vision and then to drive these priorities with Azm
(determination).
3. Competence: Competence is the knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) that are required for our
visions.
4. Leadership: Leadership is defined as the ability to share our vision with others and to inspire and
facilitate others in pursuing the shared vision. The key element behind the ability to inspire
others to pursue the shared vision is a character worthy of the vision.
The training left Azizullah wondering that he had a very vague vision of his future. Although being a
devout muslim his ultimate goal was to seek the pleasure of Almighty Allah SWTA (Raza – e – Illahi). He
wanted to become Abdullah which means a person who is totally submitted to Allah. However he did
not know how to operationalise and achieve this vision. He described his initial vision as:
“Achieve Raza – E – Illahi by following the teachings of Allah and Rasool (PBUH)”
The three days rigorous training of three days gave him a new hope and he found a direction in which
to tow his life. The workshop helped him to organize his vision to achieve Raza – E- Illahi. The most
important part of the workshop that clicked him was “Balancing of Roles”. He came to know that every
role has a degree of importance and needs to be treated in a certain ways. Some roles demand
excellence and in some roles a minimum performance level is sufficient. As he started reflecting and
pondering upon his life he found out that he was badly performing in many of his roles. This sense of
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concern led him to identify and classify his roles, for example a son, a brother etc, in life and to find out
the optimum level of performance in these roles.
He was so inspired by the training that he attended various other TIMELENDRS 17,000 to 18,000 rupees,
which was way beyond his means. The entrepreneurial spirit within Azizullah was so active that he was
able to arrange resources to attend these workshops. These training brought a significant change in the
life of Aziz Ullah. Exhibit A describes the changes which took place after the training sessions.

OPPORTUNITY
Mr. Aziz Ullah wanted to support his large family and was also planning to get married and start a family
in the near future. In order to support his other roles, he took up a role of “Bread Winner” and started
working on it with determination. He decided that he had to start a business, alongside his job to
support his vision. He wanted to achieve excellence in his role of earning money for his family as it was a
role assigned to him by Allah SWTA. He believed that if he fared well here, he would fare well in the
Hereafter as well.
Mr. Aziz Ullah worked on a very simple real estate business model. He got the idea from one of his
friends Mr. Arshad Zaman, who was one of his senior colleague (Divisional President) in the religious
organization. Arshad advised him that the real estate market was undergoing a boom and it was the
right time to enter in this area. He further advised him to initially work as part timer to understand the
intricacies of the business and then later invest in it. Aziz Ullah started working as a part timer in the
real estate business with some of his friends and gained a reasonable understanding and insight of the
business alongside his job as a promotion officer in 2008. Aziz Ullah was reluctant to invest the small
amount of money he had in real estate business as he considered these transactions risky. However
after gaining some experience he finally decided to give it a shot and started it. He joined hands with his
cousin Mr. Abid Ullah and offered him to be a partner in this business. Mr. Aziz Ullah made a five year
business plan for the period 2008-2012 and set his goal to generate an income of one Crore 1 rupees in
that period for his role of “Bread Winning”. Later in September, 2008, he resigned from his job to devote
all his energies to the business.

1

1 Crore = 10 Million = 10,000,000
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STARTING THE BUSINESS
A business in real estate requires a lot of money to start up. It was very difficult to raise money and
Aziz Ullah had to tolerate a lot of taunting from his family regarding his plans but he stayed firm and
remained on course to achieve his targets. Initially he borrowed four to five lacs 2 rupees from his
brother who worked abroad. He started on a small scale and sold some plots. Soon, however, he
realized that in order to expand he needed bigger projects which required more money in hand.
In the beginning of 2008, Mr. Aziz Ullah convinced the owners of Rifah and Zohaib Associates, a real
estate organization to work together on real estate projects. Rifah and Zohaib Associates was renowned
for its projects under the name of Sheikh Yaseen in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The first assignment of
Azizullah and his cousin was to sell 3.2 million rupees worth of plots in one month. Due to strong
negotiation skills, extensive contacts and credibility in the area, Aziz Ullah was able to fulfill his
commitment in the agreed time. This led him to get another assignment of six million rupees. As he
completed the second assignment well within time, Azizullah gained the trust of the owners of Rifah
and Zohaib Associates. In the midst of 2009, Mr. Aziz Ullah and his cousin were offered to become
partners in the firm. This was a big achievement for these young entrepreneurs in such a short period of
one year.
Essentially, Rifah and Zohaib Associates make a contract with its clients, to sell their property at an
agreed price within a period of time. The profit that the business makes depends upon the difference
between the prevailing market price and the agreed price between the parties. Initially they used to buy
residential plots of 1200 kanals 3 or 500 kanals and sell them. Later on they moved in to the small
commercial plots segments. They purchased smaller plots in commercials areas and after constructing
commercial plazas they started selling them as offices and shops. The commercial plazas were easier to
sell as they were cheaper in price due to their smaller size. Gradually a larger bigger portion of their
revenue started coming from the commercial plot segment. Aziz Ullah was able to convince his friends
at Rifah and Zohaib to build a sound vision based on pleasing Allah SWTA. The vision statement
described on the web page is shown in Exhibit A.
A key factor which contributed to Mr. Aziz Ullah’s early success was the rise of property prices in
Peshawar during the time he started his work. Even though after 2008, the housing sector faced
2
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1 Lac = 1 Hundred Thousand = 1,00,000
1 Kanal = 0.125 acres = 506 m² = 605 square yards (Gaz in local language)
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difficulties throughout the country, conditions in Peshawar actually improved. Another factor was his
strong partnership with his cousin Mr. Abid which further strengthened with the passage of time. Aziz
Ullah attributes his success to the Strategic Vision framework which enabled him to have an excellent
relation with his cousin i.e. “Balancing of Roles” (see Exhibit C).
In 2009 his organization won on large commercial project in Peshawar. They bought land in Sher Bazaar
for Rs. 35 crores and started construction. An estimated investment of Rs. 90 crore rupees was required
to start work on this project. Aziz Ullah and his partners thought of a very ingenious way of raising
funds. They started selling shares by distributing forms with each share priced at Rs. 157,500/- and the
profit and loss sharing ratio was set at 80:20, where 80% was given to the investors and 20% was divided
equally among the partners. Due to the high cost of the share, it was very difficult to attract investors.
He targeted people in his district that he knew as a result of his tenure as the President of the student
religious society and told them about his plans and the investment opportunity. Once again, through his
reputation, persistence and contacts, he and his cousin were able to collect around five crore rupees for
the project. Rest of the money was generated by other partners in the form of selling shares and
advanced bookings.
The construction completed in 2010 and in early 2011 the project was completely sold out. Mr. Aziz
Ullah managed to return the investors their money in time which helped in building his reputation in the
real estate business.
After the success of this commercial venture, other opportunities began to pour in and by 2012 Rifah
and Zohaib Associates had six large projects under its belt, all of which were financed in the same way
that is by raising money through selling shares to the public.

CHALLENGES
As he started the business, there was great resistance from his family and in particular his father. They
were all concerned that Mr. Aziz Ullah might face a loss and had a serious doubt about his
entrepreneurial capabilities. The Strategic Vision workshop had enthralled Azizullah to such an extent
that he had a fire in his belly and was very motivated to take calculated risks to fulfill his vison. He
understood that every business had a certain risk which cannot be avoided. Azizullah developed the
capability of minimizing and managing risk and was able to diversify his risks with his partners, investor,
customers etc.
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His biggest challenge was to deal with the investors and convince them to invest their money in the real
estate opportunity. The investors were obviously concerned about the utilization of their money and
expected reasonable returns. However the frequent phone calls were a source of tension for Mr. Aziz
Ullah. His long term vision and his belief in Almight Allah SWTA enabled him to be emotionally stable
and deal with the investors with humility, patience and perseverance. And by the grace of God he and
his organization was always able to return the money in time to their investors.
Aziz Ullah used wonder and worry to how to fulfill his role as an Ummati of the Prophet (PBUH). The
vision exercise gave him an idea to start a school chain to inculcate true Islamic values in the youth in his
area. Aziz Ullah has started a Boys School to impart education in his area.
Another challenge that he faced was to achieve balance between his various roles. To do that he
undertook another TIMELENDERS workshop called “Strategic Time Management”. Aziz Ullah was
struggling with the various roles. On one hand he had to give lot of time to his business, on the other
hand he wanted to daily spend time with his aging parents and take care of them and moreover he was
living in a joint family which also required the fulfillment of certain responsibilities.
He wished that he listened to all those complaints and solved them and never just nudged them away.
After doing that workshop he was able to manage his time in order to strike a balance in all his roles so
that he could give ample attention to his family as well as his work.
Aziz Ullah believed that his work was essentially for the Reza of Allah SWTA and when someone works
for Allah SWTA then he helps him in his work and opens doors for him. He always kept this thing in mind
which calmed him in all times of difficulty.

CURRENT SITUATION AND FUTURE OUTLOOK:
Mr. Aziz Ullah has already achieved his five year goal with a return rate of 300% in less than five years.
He is still a partner at Rifah and Zohaib Associates and the profit loss ratio has been changed to 70:30
where 30% is divided among the partners. He has recently started a new company with his cousin Mr.
Abid Ullah which deals in import and export of fruit.
Aziz Ullah describes this entrepreneurial journey in these verses,
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ﻣﺎﻩ ﺗﺎﺑﺎں ﺳﮯ ﺟﺎﮐﮯ ﮐﮩہ ﺩﻭ ﮐہ ﺍﭘﻨﮯ ﮐﺮﻧﻮں ﮐﻮ ﭼﻦ ﮐﺮ ﺭﮐﻬ ﺩے
ﻣﻴﮟ ﺍﭘﻨﮯ ﺻﺤﺮﺍ ﮐﮯ ﺯﺭے ﺯﺭے ﮐﻮ ﺧﻮﺩ ﭼﻤﮑﻨﺎ ﺳﮑﻬﺎ ﺭﮨﺎ ﮨﻮں
Translation:

Tell the shining moon to keep its rays with itself. I am teaching each and every particle
of my desert to shine.

His financial goal that is of a “Bread Winner” has been fulfilled but now he aspires to build a
multinational company based on Islamic principles. There is not a single Muslim owned company in the
top 100 multinationals of the world. His vision is to build a multinational company that becomes a role
model for other Muslims and promotes Islamic values. It will also account as Sadka – E – Jariya for him in
the hereafter. To achieve this ambitious goal, Aziz Ullah has started working and has hired TIMELENDERS
as a consultant. TIMELENDERS Pvt. will help him with his vision to build a multinational company based
on Islamic principles and values. Aziz Ullah thinks that there is very less scope for going global in real
estate thus he is right now thinking of entering into FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Good) business.
However, Mr. Aziz Ullah also wonders whether he will be as successful in this new plan as he was in the
real estate sector. He realizes that there are big FMCGs against whom he will have to compete which are
already household names across the world. Competing against companies like Unilever, P&G, Reckitt
Benckiser and a host of other multinationals will require a lot more time, effort and hard work. It will
require huge amount of capital, a larger team and a host of other issues will have to be resolved before
the organization can even be incorporated. Is Aziz Ullah ready to go on this untreaded path full of
unknowns or will he stick to his real estate business and focus on expanding it locally? Moreover does
he have those skills and capabilities to run and manage a FMCG business as it is entirely different i from
the real estate sector?
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EXHIBIT A – Web site of Rifah and Zohaib Associates

EXHIBIT B – Web site of Rifah and Zohaib Associates
TABLE 1:
•
•
•

INTELLECTUAL CHANGES

Before TIMELENDERS
I was not sharp minded
I was bored personality
I was studying less and only need based

TABLE 2:

•
•
•

Now
Now I find myself as a sharp minded person
Now I find myself a satisfied person
Now I study more and on my own because of
a vision to grow

MENTAL CHANGES

•
•

Before TIMELENDERS
Most of the time suffered from headache
Most of the time remained under stress

•
•

•
•

Lived a lonely life due to lack of courage
Wanted a small family

•
•
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Now
Masha’Allah feel relaxed
Stress has reduced or converted into good
stress (Eustress)
Like to solve collective problems in teams
Like to have a larger family

TABLE 3:

PHYSICAL CHANGES

•
•

Before TIMELENDERS
Stomach problems due to stress
No proper plan for health

•
•

•

Over weight (91 kg)

•

Now
Alhamdo Lillah feel better
Proper planning about health to achieve vision
as sadqa-e-jaria for me
Reduced weight to 83 kg

•
•

Now
Alhamdo Lillah ibadat with concentration
Alhamdo Lillah regular nawafil and pray (dua)

TABLE 4:
•
•

Before TIMELENDERS
Ibadat with less with concentration
Seldom nawafil and pray(dua)

TABLE 5:
•
•
•

SPIRITUAL CHANGES

RELATIONSHIP WITH RELATIVES

Before TIMELENDERS
Weak links with relatives
I had no time to help or encourage them

•
•
•

Family members didn’t have a good opinion
about me

•

AS A BREAD WINNER
Before TIMELENDERS
Had ambiguity about earning money,
considered it a sin due to wrong beliefs.
Doing job having salary of Rs.12,000 almost
due to no clear vision
Total amount in hand almost 1 lac plus

•

No clear vision about financial resources

Now
Strong relationships with relatives
Due to mandatory role giving time to help and
encourage
Almost all appreciate and cooperate my vision
and activities

TABLE 6:
•
•

TABLE 7:

•

Alhamdo Lillah I have time for my family

•

Selected my mandatory roles and reduced my
elective roles
Alhmado Lillah got married, and have a
daughter

•
•

FAMILY

•
•

Did not engage in marriage due to less income

•

•

Now
Alhamdo Lillah supporting for the whole family

•

Before TIMELENDERS
Dependant over elder brother Syed Attaullah
for personal and family needs
Due lack of vision, time was always short for
my family members
Not knowing my mandatory and elective roles

•

•

Now
Arrange and create Resources for vision
(create revenues for your vision)
Doing my own business having monthly
income of Rs. 3 lacks
Total assets in hand almost of Rs. 30 million
Alhamdo Lillah
A much clear vision to arrange resources

•
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TABLE 8:
•
•
•

Before TIMELENDERS
Due to lack of clear vision not serving the
•
ummah actively and properly
Could not relate to the problems and disorders •
faced by the ummah
I was confused in which role to invest my
•
resources (time and money)

TABLE 9:
•
•

•

•

Now
Have a clear vision and now trying to actively
serve the ummah
Alhamdo Lillah trying to play a part in the
resolution of these problems
I have a clear vision to invest my resources in
my roles and have balanced almost all of my
mandatory roles

IN LEADERSHIP ROLE

Before TIMELENDERS
Lacked in confidence

•

I was unable to remove my misconceptions
(ponies) and weaknesses due to lack of vision

TABLE 10:
•

AS AN UMMATEE

•

Now
I became confident to lead people for a greater
vision and started my work.
I have removed most of my misconceptions
and weaknesses to play a leadership role

IN GENERAL

Before TIMELENDERS
Had the ultimate vision but still not satisfied
and happy about the current status of ummah
I had a belief that Islamic change can’t come
because almost all the resources and
businesses like oil, foods, pharmaceuticals,
electronics, media, cosmetics, drinks etc are
owned by non Muslims
The belief that the Western nations earn from
Muslim countries (through MNCs) and use
these resources against the Muslims made me
depressed

•
•

•
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Now
Due to a clear ultimate vision, I’m confident
that this status can be changed by educating
people
I believe that a strong vision is more important
and resources follow. We can arrange the
resources and can start business for our vision.
The new vision enabled me to see new
opportunities. We should start halal and sharia
compliant businesses to generate revenues to
promote the Muslims

EXHIBIT C – Strategic Visions Workshop
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For the whole book or other TIMELENDERS literature visit:
http://www.TIMELENDERS.com/workshops/strategic-visions
For more information about Rifah and Zohaib Associates visit:
http://www.rifahandzohaib.org/
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